
May 25 Monday - Noon to 2pm 
at Victoria Native Friendship Centre 

Shooting Indians – A Journey With 
Jeffery Thomas                        

May 25 Monday - 6:30pm  at MM 1900 Fort St
Shooting Indians - A Journey With 

Jeffery Thomas  
plus Rex verses Singh  (30min 2008)

   

Spanning over a decade, from 1984 to 1996, Shooting 
Indians - A Journey with Jeffery Thomas is an ironic 
documentary journey full of quiet insights and sur-
prising twists. Starting the film as a foreign student in 
1984, Kazimi begins to unravel the hidden history of 
the land that he has chosen as his home

At one level, Shooting Indians is a portrait of Jeffrey 
Thomas, an Iroquois photographer. The film explores 
the influences on his life which led him to his career. 
It was the work of an American photographer from 
the turn of the century, Edward Curtis, which forced 
Thomas to closely examine how Native people had 
been photographed in the past. Thomas views Curtis' 
monumental work as a "mountain which must be 
crossed".

On another level is the irony of an Indian from India 
making a film on a North American Indian and this is 
woven throughout the fabric of the film.

Then there is Curtis, the enigmatic photographer who 
crisscrossed the North American West for thirty years 
documenting Native people at the turn of the cen-
tury. Curtis' romantic images have seduced many 
viewers including the filmmaker, for whom these im-
ages are reminiscent of the Hollywood Westerns he 
grew up with in India.

In a surprising turn of events, the paths of Kazimi, 
Thomas and Curtis intersect on Vancouver Island and 
from this complex juxtaposition of past and present, 
the filmmaker and his subject, the photographer and 
his art, emerges not only a portrait of a talented pho-
tographer but a film that goes beyond stereotype.

In the end Kazimi concludes - "The vanishing race has 
emerged from the shadows reborn, renewed and as-
serting its cultural survival. Aboriginal cultures, like 
all cultures including my own, have borrowed, incor-
porated and absorbed influences from all encounters, 
absorbing reviving and at times reinventing them-
selves. In the end what has vanished is my image of 
the authentic, imaginary, Red Indian." 

 Movie Monday Special Events

thanks  to:                                       and in collaboration with: 

Victoria Native Friendship Centre 
and Cinevic  www.cinevic.ca

Ali Kazimi
 

info: VNFC 250-384-3211 or www.moviemonday.ca

Edward Curtis ‘shooting’ 
In The Land Of The 

Headhunters, 1914.

 Jeffery Thomas is an urban-Iroquois, born in the 
city of Buffalo, New York in 1956. His goal 
through his photography and curatorial  work is 
to dismantle long entrenched stereotypes and 
inappropriate caricatures of First Nations people.   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEegK79h0gE
http://www.bruntmag.com/issue2/thomas.html
http://www.scoutingforindians.com/bear.html 

from Jeffery 
Thomas’ series of 
Pow-wow dancer 

photos 

Toronto filmaker Ali 
Kazimi’s films have 
won over thirty
national and interna-
tional awards and 
honours.  In 2006, 
Kazimi joined the 
Department of Film, 
Faculty of Fine Arts, 
York University as a 
full time professor. 
He continues to work 
on his own projects. 
Ali Kazimi will be 
with us for Q&A for 
both screenings.


